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Abstract 
Design patterns encapsulate accumulated software design knowledge and implementation 
experience. While they exist, in general, as informal guidelines that describe reusable design solutions 
to recurring problems in software development, they are not available as code abstractions and thus 
not ready to be incorporated into a concrete system implementation. In order to propagate the design 
patterns' reusability from design phase to implementation phase, this work presents an approach that 
differentiates between code-reusable and non-code-reusable design patterns. Using this classification, 
we develop a method that allows for representing code-reusable design patterns as reusable design 
components. These design components, when applied to application-specific design participants via 
well-defined protocols and/or interfaces, output concrete pattern-specific code ready to be 
incorporated into concrete system implementations. 
Through experimentation on GoF's design pattern catalog, we have identified 12 design patterns 
that can be classified as code-reusable and promoted them to reusable design components. These 
design components, although implemented in Java, exhibit very similar properties as shown in 
Hannemann and Kiczales' AspectJ implementation of design patterns in terms of reusability and 
pluggability. 
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Chapter 1 . Introduction 
Design patterns are reusable design solutions to recurring problems in software development. One 
can think of design patterns as mini-architectures that when applied facilitate the design process of an 
application. However, "the benefits of design patterns will not come to full fruition" if they cannot be 
directly incorporated into concrete system application [Keller & Schauer 1998]. In this work, we are 
to explore the code reusability of design patterns, as well as component abstraction from design 
patterns such that these design components could be directly integrated into concrete system 
implementation and ultimately facilitate software development. 
1 .1 The Problem 
Since design patterns do not exist as code abstractions and only sample implementations are 
available, they cannot be directly incorporated into concrete system implementation. Every time when 
design patterns are applied, programmers need to tailor the description of design patterns to a 
particular application. This may not be an easy task especially for some novice programmers. 
Moreover, even if the sample pattern implementation is provided, due to the interleaving of the 
reusable code with the application-specific code, the intended reusability is greatly compromised, as 
clients are required to identify the reusable parts, and do copy, paste, and modification throughout the 
application. If an application is complex enough and it employs many patterns, for example, the Lexi 
editor document application as described in [Gamma et al 1995] uses seven patterns, then this creates 
a dilemma for programmers, since on one hand, identifying all those reusable parts in each pattern's 
sample implementation and do copy, paste, modification, etc. could consume a lot of time and the 
resulting code may not be ideally "patternized" any more due to the large amount of interleaving code 
throughout the whole application, yet on the other hand, implementing the whole application from 
scratch is not a viable option either. 
To alleviate those implementation problems, we need to get deeper insight in the code reusability 
of design patterns and find out whether they can be promoted to reusable design components. 
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1 .2 Motivation of Design Components 
The idea of design components is driven by the pros and cons of the existing design patterns and 
components. Design patterns capture the well-defined design structure, but they are not available as 
software artifacts and can, therefore, not be directly integrated into software application. Components, 
on the other hand, are code representations and ready to be deployed in software construction 
[Johnson 1997, Szyperski 1998]. However, they lack of design information and are insufficient for 
building complex and changeable software application [Garlan et al. 1995, Keller & Schauer 1998]. 
Seeing the complementary characteristics of design patterns and components, it seems natural to 
develop a unifying approach that combines the advantages of both design patterns and components. 
1.3 Research Scopes and Objectives 
As an initial stage, we adopt GoF' 23 design patterns for experimentation. For our purpose, we 
focus our analysis on pattern participants, and may adjust the solution structures as necessary when 
the corresponding component is constructed. We keep all the remaining constituents such as intent, 
applicability, consequences, etc. as described in [Gamma et. al. 1995]. 
The objectives are divided into 2 steps. The 1st step identifies code reusable design patterns. Since 
the design components, in this context, are reusable code representations, only design patterns with 
code reusability are considered to be potentially suitable for design components. To determine 
whether a design pattern is code-reusable, we investigate the pattern participants for code reusability. 
For the convenience of the component promotion, design patterns are re-classified depending on the 
structure of the pattern participants. 
The 2nd step details the component abstraction approaches for reusable design patterns. 
Depending on the classification of reusable patterns, different abstraction methodologies are applied. 
After examining GoF's 23 design patterns for code reusability, we identified 12 of them, which 
are code-reusable transformed into reusable design components. A bit surprisingly, these design 
components, although implemented in Java, shows very similar properties like those presented in 
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Hannemann' s AspectJ paper in terms of reusability and pluggability. As a matter of fact, the reusable 
design patterns that were considered as the most modularity improvements with AspectJ 
implementation were found to carry very similar properties as they were implemented in Java. 
1 .4 Organization of This Work 
The rest of this work is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 discusses some previous works that were 
devoted on the same purpose. Chapter 3 gives the analysis on the pattern participants, introduces 
notions that reflect code reusability of the patterns, and re-categorizes GoF patterns based on pattern 
participants' code reusability. Using this classification, we describe the details of components 
promotion strategies and illustrate this with several examples. Chapter 4 does an evaluation on this 
work and the previous approaches. Chapter 5 gives a final conclusion and future work. 
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Chapter 2. Existing Approaches and Their Limitations 
Since design patterns were introduced, they have become very popular, especially in object-
oriented software engineering community. Books [Gamma et al 1995, Grand 1998, Yacoub & 
Ammar 2003], articles [Budinsky 1996, Eden 1997, Keller & Schauer 1998], design pattern courses, 
and conferences have all sprung up to further the field. 
There are many related research activities centered on design patterns. In this work, we examine 
only publications that were intended to solve the same problem. In particular, we focus on the 
following 3 areas: 
• Tools that automate code generation for design patterns and to create user prescribed 
pattern code 
• Design Pattern Composition Approaches 
• Design Pattern Implementations in Different Language Paradigms 
2.1 Tools That Support Code Generation from Design Patterns 
One of the most noticeable tools that automate code generation from design patterns has been 
introduced by F. Budinsky et al at Toronto Software Laboratory [Budinsky 1996]. Their work can be 
divided into two parts: one is for the tool development and maintenance itself, and the other is 
generating design patterns for end users. To be relevant and concise, we skip the former and focus on 
latter part. The following describes three main functions that the tool supports. 
First, they developed an interface for an online reference of the 23 design patterns as recorded by 
Gamma et al. The format exactly follows the book description, that is, for each pattern, there is a page 
for intent, motivation, applicability, structure, participants, collaborations, consequences, 
implementation, sample code, know uses, related patterns, as well as code generation. Those pages 
are specified using HTML and can be displayed via WWW technology according to the paper. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to locate the tool they described to run our own tests. 
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Secondly, in the code generation page they developed, the tool generates pattern prescribed code 
by taking limited user information such as application specific names for the pattern participants. The 
tool also allows clients to specify whether to generate pattern declarations or definitions. Take the 
Composite pattern, for example, in which we have three main participants, namely, Component, 
Composite, and Leaf Under each participant, there is input box that is supposed to take user specified 
application names such as Graphic for Component, Picture for Composite, and Circle, Square, etc. for 
Leaves. Taking those limited information, the tool then generates prefabricated application-specific 
pattern code. 
[Budinsky 1996] added a great complement with respect to the text description of design patterns. 
By generating user prescribed declarations and definitions, it appears that the need for manual 
intervention every time patterns are applied can be reduced to some extend. However, from our 
observation, this approach may leave two burdensome aspects: 
First, due to the limited trade-off options such as data structure choices that the tool provides and 
limited domain specific information such as pattern participant names that the tool can accept as 
input, the generated code may not be as flexible as desired by the end users. Even if users are satisfied 
with the generated code, the operations of copy, paste, modify through out the software application 
may greatly compromises the reusability and performance. 
Secondly, using the tool itself might be labor intensive and error-prone for users. Every time 
when one wants to generate code, it is required to enter all domain specific names for pattern 
participants, make trade off choices, etc., and do copy paste to their application as necessary. 
Moreover, if errors occur in the resulting application, it is hard to trace what send to the source. 
2.2 Component-Based Software Development from Design Patterns 
[Keller & Schauer 1998] described a "top-down" approach for a pattern-based component 
composition model that could be derived from design patterns. They first extrapolated the notion of 
"design components" through the activities of applying patterns in real world application, then, 
without going into much detail, they assume that if "the Component specification is complete", those 
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design components could be automatically transformed into source or executable code ready to be 
incorporated into a concrete system application. 
Based on a case study from GoF' s book, the Composite pattern is used to create the document 
structure of Lexi. However, there are two variations on the Composite pattern structure, namely, 
Transparent Composite and Safe Composite according to Keller and Schauer. They're illustrated in 
Figure 1 and 2, respectively. 
Component 
I Client 
I - Operation() 
I - Add(ComponenQ / 







Operation() Add {Component) 
Remove {Component 
GetChild(int) 
Figure 1: Transparent Composite (Adapted from GoF book) 
The difference between Transparent Composite and Safe Composite is the Component interface. In 
Transparent Composite, the pattern has a uniform interface, that is, the Component maintains all the 
child management methods as the Composite does. The advantage of such a design is that it uses 
simple and transparent interfaces that are easily extendable. It is not safe, however, since a leaf child 
is able to manipulate some management operations that are not desired. On the other hand, Safe 
Composite does not has uniform interface, instead, it keeps all child management operations in the 
Composite class. Although this kind of design degrades the transparency, it is safer since the Leaf 
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child is prevented from manipulating any management operations [Gamma et al 1995]. The process 
of such kind of further differentiation upon a certain design pattern is called "Specialization". The 
term will be used later to define design components. 
Componeni 





Operation() Add (Component) 
Remove (Component 
GetChild(lnt) 
Figure 2: Safe Composite (Adapted form GoF book) 
In Lexi editor application, according to GoF's book and Keller, the Transparent Composite is 
selected to define the document structure. This kind of application is called "Instantiation". Then, the 
pattern was renamed and refined such that the Component class becomes the Glyph class, the 
Composite class becomes the Row class, and the Leaf class was converted into primitive graphical 
classes like Character, Image, Rectangle, etc. This kind of renaming and refining process is called 
"Adaptation". 
If Transparent Composite is used together with other patterns such as Observer and Strategy to 
create a composite component, then this kind of activity is called "Assembly". If Transparent 
Composite later experiences slight modification due to requirement changes, then this kind of activity 
is called "Alteration". In the Lexi editor example, if it is served as a reusable base component, and 
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can be further decomposed, adapted, specialized into a new revision of Lexi that satisfies a specific 
requirements, then this kind of activity is called "Provision". If the Transparent Composite is 
transformed into source code frame or executable code, then this kind of activity is classed 
"Generation". 
A design component is then defined as "a reified design pattern that allows for specialization, 
instantiation, adaptation, assembly, alteration, provision, and generation" [Keller & Schauer 1998]. 
The constituents of the design components are determined by that of the underlying design patterns as 
described in [Gamma et al. 1995]. They include design component name, intent, motivation, 
applicability, structure, participants, consequences, implementation suggestions, sample code, etc. 
Moreover, the newly defined components incorporate elements like source code, executable code, 
access privileges, design histories, etc. to reflect the current deployment information. 
After defining the design components, pattern-based component composition model starts to take 
shape. A model is created when the design components maintained in the repository are instantiated 
for specialization, adaptation, alteration, and assembly for further composition and application. Keller 
and Schauer sketched out a high-level design model picture from design patterns, and strived to create 
a component-based software engineering environment for existing design patterns. Although this 
approach is intriguing, it is based on several assumptions on the implementation details. For example, 
based on the assumption that the components' specifications are complete, the design components can 
then be transformed into source code. Also, Keller and Schauer did not fully address the issue of how 
design components can be transformed into source code or executable code. 
Unlike the "top-down" method adopted by Keller and Schauer, we will describe a "bottom-up" 
method for patterns that have code reusable value. 
2.3 Design Pattern Implementation in AspectJ 
[Hannemann & Kiczales 2002] showed that an AspectJ implementation of GoF design patterns 
improves code modularity in terms of a set of implementation properties that includes reusability and 
pluggability. The improvements were evaluated with respect to corresponding implementations of 
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GoF design patterns. Unfortunately, there is no Java code provided in the paper to show a 
comparison. 
Hannemann's main observance is that design patterns, which involve certain forms of 
crosscutting structures show the most code modularity improvements and achieve greater code 
reusability. 
Take the Observer pattern example shown in the Figure 3, the ColorObserver instance of 
Observer pattern involves two forms of crosscutting structures: the Subject crosscuts multiple 
concrete Subject classes, and the SubjectChange crosscuts multiple methods in multiple concrete 
Subject classes. 
Figure 3: Color Observer instance of Observer pattern in AspectJ. Subject crosscuts Point and 
Line classes, and SubjectChange crosscuts multiple methods in Point and Line classes. (Adapted from 
[Hannemann & Kiczales 2002] ) 
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To achieve code modularity and reusability, Hannemann's approach is to identify the crosscutting 
structures in a design pattern, and refactor the common code to a generalized abstract aspect of that 
particular pattern. 
While Hannemann's AspectJ implementations on GoF's design patterns illustrates the separation 
of the reusable parts from the "instance-specific" parts for patterns that involve crosscutting cutting 
structure, the AspectJ implementations does not necessarily yield better results than Java in terms of 
modularity and reusability improvements on design patterns. As our study shows a careful 
implementation of our "design component" approach, which is based on Java, can achieve very 
similar effects in terms of reusability and pluggability. 
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Chapter 3. Our Approach: Representing Design Patterns as 
Design Components 
The essence of design components, in this context, is that they are reusable code representations, 
which infers that only design patterns with code reusability are potentially suitable for design 
components. Hence, to promote design patterns to design components, we need to find a way that 
differentiates code reusable design patterns from non-code-reusable design patterns. Based on the 
structure of the reusable patterns, we develop strategies for components abstraction. 
We divide this chapter into 2 subsections. Section 3.1 illustrates how we identify reusable design 
patterns based on the investigation on the pattern participants. Based on pattern participants analysis, 
we re-classify GoF' s 23 design patterns into reusable and non-reusable design patterns, also, reusable 
design patterns we further classified based on their characteristics. Section 3.2 details the component 
promotion strategies applied on the reusable design patterns. 
3.1 Pattern Participants Analysis 
Since the solution structure for each design pattern, as described in GoF's book, is comprised of 
pattern participants, to determine whether a design pattern is code reusable, we look into pattern 
participants for code reusability. 
3.1.1 Observation and Notation 
By experimentation, we have identified 3 kinds of participants for each of GoF' s 23 design 
patterns with Singleton pattern as a special case. 
"Self-contained" Reusable Participant: By "self-contained", we mean that the implementation 
of the participant is independent of any domain-specific aspects of a particular application and could 
be reused on its own. 
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In the Observer Pattern example, see figure 4, Subject is "self-contained" reusable participant. Its 
interfaces of addObserver and removeObserver are independent of any specific application and could 
be reused on its own. Moreover, such participant may be able to participate in more than one pattern 
without subject to any modification due to its nature of independence. We will see more examples in 
Section 4. 
"Interleaved" Reusable Participant: We call a method an "interleaved" method if its logic 
contains application-specific code interleaving with the reusable code, which carries the "essence" of 
the particular pattern. We call a participant an interleaved reusable participant, if it contains at least 1 
interleaved method. 
In the Observer Pattern, the ConcreteSubject is identified as an interleaved reusable participant. 
In any application of the Observer pattern, the ConcreteSubject must have at least 1 method that is in 
charge of data manipulation and calling notifyObservers routine. While the data manipulation is 
application-specific, the notifyObservers routine is often reusable and carries the "essence" of the 
Observer pattern. 
Another example is Chain of Responsibility. Each ConcreteHandler participant needs to 
implement a HandlerRequest method, which is identified as interleaved method. The method defines 
the logic as follows: if the object can handle the request, it handles it. Otherwise, it delegates the 
request to its successor, which is common to all applications and it carries the core idea of Chain of 
Responsibility pattern. 
Domain-specific Participant: The participant denotes the domain-specific aspects of a particular 
application. They essentially depend on the application requirements. 
In the Observer pattern example, ConcreteObserver is a Domain-specific Participant. Figure 4 
illustrates a concrete application of the Observer pattern. ConcreteObserver is mapped to 3 
application-specific instances namely, SortByLastName, SortByld, and SortByGrade. All the 
participants in Template Method pattern are also domain-specific participants, since the skeleton of 




addObserver ( Observer) Update() 
removeObserver ( Observ r 
I I ...... 
I I 
ClassGrades 
Iterator iterator ( ) SortBvlD SortByGrades SortBy LastN ame addGrade (int, Float 
addGrade (Float ) 
removeGrades (int) 
i- Update() 
addQbserver (Qbserver o) Update() 
remQveObserver (Observer r, Update() 
notifyQbservers() 
Figure 4: A concrete application of Observer pattern in UML Structure. 
SortByID, SortByGrades, SortByLastName: Domain-specific Participants. 
Subject, Observer: "Self-contained" Reusable Participants. 
ClassGrades: "Interleaved" Reusable Participant. 
3.1.2. How Do We Identify Reusable Pattern Participants? 
According to our study, there are no precise rules that can be used to generalize the reusable parts 
of all patterns. For each pattern, we identify the code reusable parts through experimentation, and by 
that, we differentiate the participants based on the characteristics we described in the previous 
section. 
This observation is also partially implied by Hannemann and Kiczales ("The implementation of 
17 of the patterns is modularized in this way. For the 12 of the patterns, the modularity enables a core 
part of the implementation to be abstracted into reusable code.") [Hannemann and Kiczales 2002, 
P161]. 
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3.1.3 Re-classify GoF Design Patterns Based on Their Participants 
To avoid unnecessary efforts in promoting none reusable patterns to components, and select 
appropriate component promotion strategies for the reusable patterns, we develop a simple algorithm 
to re-group GoF design patterns into the following 3 categories based on their participants' 
characteristics for each pattern: 
If the pattern contains at least 1 interleaved reusable participant, 
• Promote the interleaved reusable participant to its corresponding pattern-
specific component; 
• Classify this pattern into "Interleaved Reusable Patterns" 
Else if the pattern contains at least 1 self-contained reusable participant which exhibits 
sufficient amount of structure, 
• Promote the self-contained reusable participant to self-contained reusable 
component; 
• Classify this pattern into "Self-contained Reusable Patterns" 
Else 
• No action on component promotion. 
• Classify this pattern into "None Reusable Pattern" 
Figure 5: An algorithm for re-classifying GoF's design patterns 
3.1.4 More Discussion on Design Pattern Categories 
Based on the classification algorithm and experimentation, we can define the following 3 
categories of GoF design pattern. 
Interleaved Reusable Patterns: Representative GoF design patterns in this category are Observer 
pattern, Chain of Responsibility, since they contain at least 1 Interleaved Reusable Participant. 
Self-contained Reusable Patterns: Representative GoF design patterns in this category are 
Visitor, Iterator, Comand, Memento, Strategy, Flyweight, Mediator, Composite, Prototype, 
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since they do not have any interleaved reusable participant, but they have at least 1 self-contained 
reusable participant which exhibits "sufficient" amount of structure. In the example of the Visitor 
pattern shown in the figure 2, ObjectStructure is identified as self-contained reusable participant, 
since its implementation is independent of any concrete instance and it can be reused on its own. 
No Code Reusable Pattern: Representative GoF design patterns in this category are: Adapter, 
Template Method, Factory Method, Abstract Factory, Bridge, Builder, Interpreter, State, Decorator, 
and Proxy. In the Adapter pattern example as shown in GoF's book, the Target participant only 
declares an abstract method Request which is expected by Client, the implementation of Adaptee's 
SpecificRequest method is application-specific, and the Adapter's Request implementation varies 
depending on the signature defined by Adaptee object. Since all the participants' implementations in 
this pattern are application-specific, we call this kind of pattern as None Reusable Pattern. 
We do not promote this category of patterns to components since they do not have sufficient 
common code for general applications. 
3.2 Components Implementation for Reusable Design Patterns 
In this section, we discuss component implementation detail for the 2 categories of code reusable 
patterns. 
3.2.1 Interpretation of Design Components 
Due to the various definitions on the existing components as we explained in section 2.3, before 
we move on to further analyze of our approach, we introduce our interpretation of design 
components. A design component is an independent reusable software abstraction for a corresponding 
design pattern and it has 2 forms: 
1. Self-contained pattern-participant component: the component is promoted from a self-
contained reusable pattern participant and it can be reused on its own. 
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!declarations are 
VisitConcreteElementA (ConcreteElementA) !determined by the 
~ concreteElement class. 
I I 














Accept (Visitor v) 
Figure 6: Visitor pattern (Adapted from GoF book) 
2. Pattern-specific component: it is intended to be reused by the corresponding pattern-specific 
instance. It carries a contract that a client instance needs to fulfill in order to use it properly. 
3.2.2 Components Implementation for Interleaved Reusable Patterns 
For each interleaved reusable pattern, it must have at least 1 interleaved reusable participant 
according to the algorithm classification. Beyond other declarations and potential common routines, 
the interleaved reusable participant must contain at least 1 interleaved method according to its 
notation. Also, according to the definition of interleaved method, we realize that the method has well-
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defined structure of the template method pattern. Thus, our implementation strategy can be carried 
out in 2 steps: 
Step 1: Create a new abstract class, and name it as a corresponding pattern component. Then, 
refactor all the common declarations and routines in the interleaved reusable participant, if there is 
any, to the newly created abstract class. 
Step 2: Apply the solution of template method pattern as described in GoF' s book to the 
interleaved method(s). That is, in the abstract component, define a protocol method and an abstract 
method(s). The protocol method defines skeleton of algorithm, which calls abstract methods as well 
as methods that are defined in the abstract component. The abstract methods are to be defined by 
concrete subclasses. 
After these 2 steps, a general pattern-specific reusable component has been created for the 
category of interleaved reusable patterns. 
3.2.2.1 Example 1: Observer Pattern 
The Observer pattern defines "a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one 
object changes its state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically" [Gamma et al. 
1995]. As discussed in the previous section, the ConcreteSubject in the Observer pattern is identified 
as interleaved reusable participant. In a concrete application of Observer pattern as illustrated in 
Figure 4, the ConcreteSubject is mapped to the ClassGrades class. The following Figure 5 illustrates 
the implementation detail for the ClassGrades class. 
3.2.2.1.1 Development of Abstract Observer Component 
From the sample implementation of the ConcreteSubject (mapped to ClassGrades) of the 
Observer pattern as illustrated in Figure 7, we observed that addGrades and removeGrades are 
interleaved methods in which the call to notifyObservers is reusable code and "essential" to the 
observer pattern. Furthermore, we notice that the addObservers, removeObservers, and 
notifyObservers methods are reusable routines to all Observer pattern applications. Based on this 
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concrete sample implementation (any concrete sample implementation would serve the purpose), we 
apply the 2 steps to promote the ConcreteSubject to ObserverComponent using the component 
implementation strategy as it is outlined in section 3.2.2. 
public class ClassGrades implements Subject { 
private Array List gradesData =new Array List(); 
2 private ArrayList observcrList =new ArrayList(); 
3 public Iterator iterator() { 
4 return gradesData.iterator(); 
5 
6 public void addGradc(int index, Float f) { 
7 this.gradesData.add( index, j): 
8 this.notifyObservcrs(); 
9 
IO public void addGrade(Float t) { 
I I this.addGrade(this.gradesData.size(), f); 
12 
13 public void removeGrades(int index) { 





19 public void addObserver(Observer o) { 
20 this.observer List.add( o ); 
21 
22 public void removeObserver(Observer o) { 











Iterator observers = 
this.observerLi st. iterator(); 
while (observers.hasNext()) { 
Observer observer = 
(Observer) observers.next(); 
observer.update(this); 
Figure 7: A ConcreteSubject implementation for the application of ClassGrades. 
Figure 8 illustrates the implementation state of the Observer component and the ClassGrades after 
applying stepl. The Observer component now contains all the common code that are refactored from 
the ClassGrades. After refactoring, the ClassGrades is left with all application-specific codes, and due 
to the refactoring of notifyObserver, the methods of addGrades and removeGrades now contain a 
"hole'', 
Next, we apply the solution of template method pattern as described in step 2 to complete the 
observer component implementation. We define a protocol method changingData and an abstract 
method datalsChanged in the observer component. The protocol method of changingData is designed 
especially for observer component. The protocol method defines a logic that calls the abstract 
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method. The abstract method is implemented by the concrete subclass that stores a value reflecting 
state of any data changes. The result of general observer component is illustrated in Figure 9. 
public abstract class ObserverComponent implements 
Subject { 
private ArrayList observerList =new ArrayList(); 
public void addObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.add( o); 
public void removeObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.remove( o); 
public void notifyObservers() { 
Iterator observers = this.observerList.iterator(); 
while (observers.hasNext()) { 
Observer observer= (Observer) observers.next(); 
observer.update(this ); 
public class ClassGrades implements Subject ( 
private Array List gradesData =new ArrayList(); 
} 
public Iterator iterator() { 
return gradesData.iterator(); 
public void addGrade(int index, Float t) { 
this.gradesData.add(index, t); 
public void removeGrades(int index) { 
if (index < this.gradesData.size()) { 
this.gradesData.remove(index); 
} 
Figure 8: Reusable code (left) is separated from application-specific code (right) after refactoring. 
After step 1 
public abstract class ObserverComponen implements 
Subject { 
private ArrayList observerList = new ArrayList(); 
public void addObserver(Observer o) ( 
this.observerList.add( o ); 
} 
public void removeObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.remove( o); 
} 
public void notifyObservers() { 
Iterator observers = this.observerList.iterator(); 
while (observers.hasNext()) { 
Observer observer = (Observer) 
observers.next(); 
observer.update(this); 
After step 2 
II denotes domain-specific aspects 
abstract boolean datalsChanged(); 
II Protocol method, to be called by concrete 
subclass 
protected void changingData() { 
II A "hole" is left for domain-specific aspects 
if ( datalsChanged()) { 
this.notifyObservers(); 
Figure 9: A Generic Reusable Observer Component 
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3.2.2.2.2 Observer Component - Instance Protocol 
In order for the abstract component to be properly used, a protocol must be created to direct the 
implementation of the concrete pattern instance that extends and utilizes it. To preserve the intention 
of the Observer pattern, the component protocol is specified as follows: 
-- The concrete pattern instance needs to store a Boolean state to reflect any data modification in 
the application. The default value of the state should be false. 
-- The abstract method of datalsChanged() is to be defined by the concrete pattern instance, and 
it only needs to return the data modification state. 
-- For any operation, if it is responsible for ultimate data modifications in the application, it must 
update the state value following any data changes behavior, and call the protocol method 
changing Data(), which is defined in the abstract Component. 
3.2.2.2.3 Concrete Observer Component Instance 
On the right side of figure 8, we have partially completed implementation of the concrete 
Observer component instance. To make the implementation complete, first of all, in order to use it, 
we need to make the concrete pattern instance ClassGrades extends the abstract Observer component. 
Then, beyond any application specific operations, which can be added if necessary, it must follow the 
protocol specified in 3.2.2.2.2. Figure 10 illustrates the complete implementations of 2 concrete 
Observer component instances. 
3.2.2.2 Example 2: Chain of Responsibility 
As we discussed in section 3.1.1, the ConcreteHandler in Chain of Responsibility is a Template 
Method Reusable Participant. To avoid repetitive descriptions, we only show the result of the 
generalized abstract Chain of Responsibility Component promoted from the ConcreteHandler 
participant. For application examples, please see the Appendix. 
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Public class ClassGrades extends ObserverComponent { 
private ArrayList gradesData = new ArrayList(); 
private boolean dataChanged = false; 
public Iterator iterator() { 
return gradesData.iterator(); 
public boolean datalsChanged() { 
return dataChanged; 
public void addGrade(int index, Float f) { 
this.gradesData.add(index, f); 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData(); } 
public void addGrade(Float f) { 
this.addGrade(this.gradesData.size(), f); 
public void removeGrades(int index) { 
if (index < this.gradesData.size()) { 
this.gradesData.remove(index); 
} 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData(); 
public class Stock extends ObserverComponent { 
private String stockNarne; 
private double stockPrice; 
private boolean dataChanged = false; 
public Stock(String name, double price) { 
this.stockNarne =name; 
this.stockPrice = price; 
public void setStockPrice(double price) { 
if (this.stockPrice !=price) { 
this.stockPrice = price; 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData();} 
public boolean datalsChanged() { 
return dataChanged(); 
public String getStockNarne() { 
return this.stockNarne; 
public double getStockPrice() { 
return this.stockPrice; } 
Figure 10: 2 client instances named ClassGrades (left) and Stock (right) for Observer component. 
After step 1 
public abstract class HandlerComponent implements Subject 
{ 
protected HandlerComponent successor= null; 
public void setSuccessor(HandlerComponent successor) 
{ 
this.successor = successor; 
} 
private void handleBySuccesor(Request request) { 
if (this.successor != null) { 
(this.successor).handleRequest(request); 
} else { 
System.out.println("No object can handle this 
request."); 
After step 2 
II denotes domain-specific aspects 
abstract public boolean requestlsHandled(); 
II Protocol method, to be called by concrete subclass 
protected void handleRequest(Request request) { 
if (!requestlsHandled()) II a hole here 
handleBySuccesor(request); 
}//end of HandlerCompoent 
Figure 11: A generalized Chain of Responsibility reusable component. 
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3.2.2.3 Properties of This Implementation 
For this category of the Greatest Code Reusable Patterns, the implementation of the design 
component basically preserves the reusability and the flexibility which design patterns are intended 
for. The following shows some elaborations on the implementation properties: 
Maximized Code Reusability -- Reusable common code is not only refactored from individual 
operations within the reusable participant, but also from "interleaved methods", where application-
specific code is mixed with common pattern code. 
Flexible Code Reuse -- The implementation manifests the design flexibility of the existing 
design patterns. Through the abstraction of core pattern code and the separation from application-
specific code, the concrete pattern instances are free of component deployment without affecting 
other modules. 
Components with Design Pattern "Trade Marks" - While the component deployment is 
flexible among the corresponding pattern instances, the component implementation is usually targeted 
for a specific design pattern. For example, the Observer component is particularly developed for the 
Observer pattern. So the component has its very clear "trade mark", which is the corresponding 
design pattern. Components with design pattern "trade mark" have at least 1 benefit, that is, if a 
software system uses a design of certain pattern, or composition of patterns, its implementation can 
deploy the corresponding pattern component directly. 
3.2.3 Components Implementation for Partially Code Reusable 
Patterns 
As we discussed in section 3.1.4, Partially Code Reusable Patterns have no Template Method 
Reusable Participant, but it must have at least 1 "Self-contained" Reusable Participant, which exhibits 
"sufficient" implementation complexity. For example, we usually do not count the complexity of 1 
line of code as sufficient. However, the participant of ObjectStructure in the Visitor pattern is a good 
example of "Self-contained" Reusable Participant that has certain amount of complexity. The 
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Command Participant in the Command pattern is another example of "Self-contained" Reusable 
Participant. 
This category of participants does not have any common pattern code that crosscuts other 
participants, nor does it involve any application-specific code, so their implementations are often 
reused on its own regardless of the pattern instance change. Hence, the component implementation 
for this category of patterns is nothing else but a direct code translation from the corresponding 
pattern participants. Figure 12 shows 2 implementation examples of "Self-contained" Reusable 
Participants from the corresponding 2 patterns, and they are the Visitor pattern and the Command 
pattern, respectively. 
public class ObjectStructure { 
private ArrayList elements = new ArrayList(); 
public void addElement(Element element) { 
elements.add( element); 
public void removeElement(Element element) { 
elements.remove( element); 
public void accept(Visitor visitor) { 
if (!elements.isEmpty()) { 
Iterator iterator= elements.iterator(); 
while (iterator.hasNext()) { 
Element e =(Element) 
iterator.next(); 
e.accept( visitor); 
public abstract class Command { 
protected Receiver receiver; 
//may be overridden by concrete 
//command if necessary 
public Command(Receiver receiver) { 
this.receiver= receiver; 
//Since the signature of the Receiver's 
II operation may vary, this method is 
II to be implemented by concrete command. 
abstract public void execute(); 
Figure 12: ObjectStructure component for Visitor pattern (left) and Command component for 
Command pattern (right). 
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Chapter 4. An Evaluation of Our Approach with the Existing 
Solutions 
Compared with other approaches such as tools and components composition models as we 
discussed in chapter 2, we have the same objective, which is to automate the implementation of 
design patterns and make them being able to be incorporated directly into system application. 
However, developing tools are expensive, maintenance is not easy also. And the most unsatisfactory 
result is that reusability is greatly compromised due to the fact that clients still need to copy, past, and 
modify the generated design patterns throughout the software application. As for the component 
composition model approach as mentioned in chapter 2.2, it seems that it still requires a lot of manual 
implementation during the process of reifying design patterns as design components. For example, 
extra intervention is needed when design patterns are re-adapted, altered, etc. Furthermore, with 
component composition approach, the reified design components do not seem to be modularized fully 
for the reason that they are not actually separating the reusable architectural aspects with domain-
specific aspects. 
Among the 12 promoted reusable patterns, a number of our components, although implemented 
in Java, have interestingly similar properties as the corresponding AspectJ implementations by 
Hannemann and Kiczales. In the example of the Observer pattern, the implementation of our 
generalized ObserverComponent is almost identical to the generalized ObserverProtocol aspect, not 
including the locality property in this case. Figure 13 illustrates these similarities of the 
implementation. Starting from the 2°d row, we all adopted a refactoring technique to refactor the 
common routines of addObserver and removeObserver. In the 3rd row, the "after" advice in the 
AspectJ implementation corresponds to the method of notifyObserver in the ObserverComponent. In 
the 4th row, the pointcut construct in AspectJ implementation corresponds to the application of the 
Template Method pattern in the ObserverComponent. That is, we added a protocol method and an 
abstract method in the ObserverComponent and that could map the behavior of pointcut construct in 
the ObserverProtocol aspect. 
The similar results have also manifested themselves in a number of other reusable patterns such 
as the Chain of Responsibility, Flyweight, Strategy, Composite, etc. 
public abstract aspect ObserverProtocol 
//Pattern-specific roles 
protected interface Subject { } 
protected interface Observer { } 
Abstract protected void 
updateObserver (Subjects, Observer o); 
//Subject-Observer mapping methods 
public void addObserver(Subject s,Observer o)( 
getObservers(s ).add( o ); 
public void rcmovcObservcr(Subject s.Observer o){ 
gctObservers(s ).remove( o ); 
After (Subjects): subjectChange (s) { 
Iterator iter = getObserver(s).iterator(); 
while (iterhasNext() ) { 
updateObserver(s, ( (Oserver)iter.next()) ); 
Abstract protected poitcut 
subjectChange (Subject s); 
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public abstract class ObserverComponen implements 
Subject { 
private ArrayList observerList =new ArrayList(); 
public void addObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.add(o); 
) 
public void removeObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.remove( o ); 
public void notifyObservers() { 
Iterator observers = 
this.observerList.iterator(); 
while (observers.hasNext()) { 
Observer observer = (Observer) 
observers.next(); 
observer.update(this); } 
abstract boolean datalsChanged(); 
//Observer omponent Interface 
protected void changingData() { 
II A "hole" is left for domain-specific aspects 
if ( datalsChanged()) { 
this.notifyObservers(); } 
Figure 13: ObserverProtocol in AspectJ (left) vs. ObserverComponent in Java (right). 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Reusable code not only appears in a single participant of a particular pattern, but also appears as a 
mix-in with the application-specific code. The maximum benefits of component implementation 
comes from the design patterns that have participants with interleaved reusable participant, that is 
where code causes reuse problems for programmers. By completely separating reusable code from 
application-specific code, the component approach propagates the reuse of a number of design 
patterns from design phase to implementation phase. 
Except for the locality property, our component approach as described in this paper shows that 
Java implementation of a number of reusable design patterns yields very similar results as 
Hannemann's AspectJ implementation. 
Also, our results suggest that while a number of design patterns that can be implemented as 
reusable design components, many others either have trivial code reusability (like some of the self-
contained reusable patterns) or no code reusability, and thus are less beneficial or less likely to be 
promoted to reusable design components. 
For the future work, beyond continuing implementation of design components, we are going to 
work out a more precise general rules for identifying more design patterns that are suitable for 
components. After that, we need to consider the storage and the distribution of the available design 
components, as well as the standard protocols for their deployment. Based on our approach, we are 
also considering the development of a design components composition model that allows components 
deployment activities such as instantiation, adaptation, assembly, etc. 
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Appendix 
This appendix gives the source code for a subset of design components discussed in section 3.1.4. 
//Source code for Observer Subject Interface 
package Observer; 
public interface Subject { 
void addObserver(Observer o); 
void removeObserver(Observer o); 




public abstract class AbstractSubject implements Subject { 
//data models left for user to specify in their application domain 
private ArrayList observerList =new ArrayList(); 
abstract boolean datalsChanged(); //domain specific abstraction 
protected void changingData() { 
if (datalsChanged()) { //left a hole for application specific method 
this.notifyObservers(); 
public void addObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observerList.add( o ); 
public void removeObserver(Observer o) { 
this.observer List.remove( o ); 
private void notifyObservers() { 
Iterator observers= this.observerList.iterator(); 
while (observers.hasNext()) { 
Observer observer= (Observer) observers.next(); 
observer.update( this); 





public class ConcreteClassGrades extends AbstractSubject { 
private ArrayList gradesData = new ArrayList(); 
private boolean dataChanged = false; 
public Iterator iterator() { 
return gradesData.iterator(); 
public boolean datalsChanged() { 
return dataChanged; 
public void addGrade(int index, Float t) { 
this.gradesData.add(index, t); 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData(); 
public void addGrade(Float t) { 
this.add Grade( this.gradesData.size(), t); 
public void removeGrades(int index) { 
if (index < this.gradesData.size()) { 
this.gradesData.remove(index); 
} 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData(); 
II An Observer Interface 
package Observer; 
public interface Observer { 
void update(Subject grades); 
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II A concrete Observer 
public class SortByStudentIDView implements Observer { 
private ConcreteClassGrades classGrades; 
public SortByStudentlDView(ConcreteClassGrades cg) { 
this.classGrades = cg; 
this.classGrades.addObserver(this); 
} 
public void update(Subject grades) { 
if ( this.classGrades == grades) { 
int counter = O; 
System.out.println("The data in class grades is updated "); 
Iterator i = this.classGrades.iterator(); 
while (i.hasNext()) { 
} 
Float f =(Float) i.next(); 
System.out.print(f + " "); 
counter++; 
if (counter== 10) { 
System.out. println(" "); 
counter =0; 
System.out.println(""); 
II Observer Component Driver 
package Observer; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
public class ObserverDriver { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
double d = 0.0; 
ConcreteClassGrades grades= new ConcreteClassGrades(); 
while (d < 5.0) { 
Float grade= new Float(d); 
grades.addGrade(grade); 
d += 1.0; 
SortByStudentIDView studentIDView =new SortByStudentIDView(grades); 
Iterator i = grades.iterator(); 
while (i.hasNext()) { 
System.out.print(i.next() + " "); 
} 
System.out.println("adding data to the last position ... "); 
grades.addGrade(new Float(8.00)); 
System.out.println("\n" +"removing data from the first position ... "); 
grades.removeGrades(O); 
//Another Observer component application 
public class Stock extends AbstractSubject { 
private String stockName; 
private double stockPrice; 
private boolean dataChanged = false; 
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public MicrosoftStock(String name, double price) { 
this.stockName =name; 
this.stockPrice = price; 
} 
public void setStockPrice(double price) { 
if (this.stockPrice !=price) { 
this.stockPrice =price; 
this.dataChanged = true; 
changingData(); 
} 
public boolean datalsChanged() { 
return dataChanged; 
} 
public String getStockName() { 
return this.stockName; 
} 
public double getStockPrice() { 
return this.stockPrice; 
II A concrete observer 
public class Stocklnvestors implements Observer { 
private String investorName; 
private MicrosoftStock microsoftStock; 
public Stocklnvestors(MicrosoftStock MSStock, String investor) { 
this.microsoftStock = MSStock; 
this.microsoftStock.addObserver(this); 
this.investorName = investor; 
public void update(Subject msStock) { 
if (this.microsoftStock == msStock) { 





+ "Microsoft stock price is changed to " 
+ this.microsoftStock. getStockPrice()); 
II Another observer driver 
public class ObserverDriver { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
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Stock msStock = new Stock("Microsoft", 80.00); 
Stocklnvestors investor! = new Stocklnvestors(msStock,, "Mary"); 
Stocklnvestors investor2 =new Stocklnvestors(msStock, "John"); 
msStock.setStockPrice(89.00); 
msStock.setStockPrice(90. l l ); 
msStock.setStockPrice(9 l .00); 
II Chain of Responsibility Component 
public abstract class HandlerComponent { 
protected HandlerComponent successor = null; 
public void setSuccessor(HandlerComponent successor) { 
this.successor = successor; 
//domain specific aspect 
abstract public boolean requestlsHandled(); 
II "protocol" method to be called by application 
protected void handleRequest(Request request) { 
if ( !requestlsHandled()) // a hole here 
handleB ySuccesor( request); 
private void handleBySuccesor(Request request) { 
if (this.successor !=null) { 
(this.successor) .handleRequest(request); 
} else { 
System.out.println("No object can handle this request."); 
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II A concrete application of HandlerComponent 
public class Search WithinCollege extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
String name= request.getAiumniName(); 
if(request.getYearAttended() > 1950) { 
System.out.println( "Find " 
} else { 
find= true; 
+ request.getAiumniName() 







public class Search WithinDepartment extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
String name= request.getAiumniName(); 
if(request.getYearAttended() > 1990) { 
System.out.println( 












public class SearchWithinUniversity extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
String name= request.getAlumniName(); 




} else { 
find = false; 
+ request.getAlumniName() 






public class Request { 
private String alumniName; 
private int year Attented; 
public Request(String alumni, int year) { 
this.alumniName = alumni; 
this. year Attented = year; 
public String getAlumniName() { 
return this.alumniName; 
public int getYearAttended() { 
return this.yearAttented; 
II A driver for Handler component 
public class ClientApplication { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 
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SearchWithinDepartment department= new SearchWithinDepartment(); 
SearchWithinCollege college= new SearchWithinCollege(); 
SearchWithinUniversity university= new SearchWithinUniversity(); 
department.setSuccessor( college); 
college.setSuccessor( university); 
II Generate and process different requests 
Request srl =new Request("Mary", 1999); 
department.handleRequest( sr 1 ); 
Request sr2 =new Request(" Adam", 1983); 
department.handleRequest( sr2); 
Request sr3 =new Request("John", 1930); 
department.handleRequest( sr3); 
//Another application of Handler component 
/IA Concrete Handler: Advisor 
public class Advisor extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
int amount = request.getReimbursement(); 
if (amount< 500) { 
} else { 
System.out.println("The reimbusement is handled by Advisor."); 
find= true; 
find = false; 
super.handleRequest(request); 
II A Concrete Handler: Chair 
public class Chair extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
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public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
int amount= request.getReimbursement(); 
if (amount< 2000) { 
} else { 
System.out.println("The reimbusement is handled by Chair."); 
find= true; 
find = false; 
super .handleRequest(request); 
II A Concrete Handler: Dean 
public class Dean extends HandlerComponent { 
private boolean find = false; 
public boolean requestlsHandled() { 
return find; 
public void handleRequest(Request request) { 
int amount= request.getReimbursement(); 
if (amount< 6000) { 
} else { 
System.out.println("The reimbusement is handled by Dean."); 
find= true; 
find = false; 
super.handleRequest(request); 
//reusable participant for Command Pattern 
public abstract class Command { 
protected Receiver receiver; 
//may be overriden by concrete command if necessary 
public Command(Receiver receiver) { 
this.receiver= receiver; 
//Since the signature of the Receiver's operation may vary, 
//this method is to be implemented by concrete command. 
abstract public void execute(); 
/IA reusable participant for visitor pattern 
public class ObjectStructure { 
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private ArrayList elements = new ArrayList(); 
public void addElement(Element element) { 
elements.add( element); 
public void removeElement(Element element) { 
elements.remove( element); 
public void accept(Visitor visitor) { 
if ( !elements.isEmpty()) { 
Iterator iterator= elements.iterator(); 
while (iterator.hasNext()) { 
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